
HFX counts one million clockings for
EveryOneCloud in first year
Rapid increased use of cloud workforce
management solutions as companies
look to support operations and growth

CODICOTE, HERTS, UK, August 21, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- HFX has
announced that its EveryOneCloud
solution has seen fast adoption by
customers since being launched in
August 2017. HFX’s EveryOneCloud
solution enables organisations to track
staff attendance, presence and
location. It supports mobile, web,
telephony and QR codes for capturing
information. Since being launched
EveryOneCloud has recorded over one
million clockings and HFX forecasts an
increase to over five million by its
second anniversary. 

EveryOneCloud workforce management solution supports over one hundred devices including
biometric hand readers, face recognition, finger print as well as traditional card/proximity based
devices. 

EveryoneCloud is incredibly
flexible and we see it being
deployed in many market
segments to capture
attendance, including for
Lone Workers, Students and
field staff”

Nick Whiteley, CEO, HFX

Nicola Smart, COO, HFX and Autotime said; “The benefit of
HFX’s cloud solution is its simplicity and flexibility, which
has enabled us to extend our portfolio. We have already
expanded our footprint outside the UK with our first
customer in South Africa, ahead of our planned growth for
the end of 2019.”

Nick Whiteley, CEO at HFX said: “This has been a stellar
year for our EveryOneCloud solution - we have seen an
amazing demand with uptake of an average of six new
customers a month. This has accelerated in the last

quarter and we expect to see this to continue into year two.”

He continued; “EveryoneCloud is incredibly flexible and we see it being deployed in many market
segments to capture attendance, including for Lone Workers, Student Attendance and field staff
as well as in the traditional sectors in which we operate.”

As well as recording attendance, EveryOneCloud provides a multi-dimensional data collection
capability that enables organisations to record in real-time, staff location, activity, client or
contract or any other attribute the client wishes to monitor and report on.

Oliver Page, Account Manager at Workforce Staffing, an award-winning recruitment and staffing

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.hfx.co.uk


agency commented: “EveryOneCloud is a real game-changer for the recruitment industry. The
system empowers agencies to deliver a fully transparent and accountable service, combining
powerful and easy to use features such as real-time attendance verification, absence alerts,
remote enrolment and automatic roll-call, with the convenience of being fully cloud-based so it
can be deployed quickly and accessed anytime, anywhere.”

Workforce Staffing has adopted EveryOneCloud to deliver total transparency of its supplied
temporary workforce to the Worcester site of metal cast manufacturer JVM Casings, adding
significant value to its managed service.  Use of EveryOneCloud has enabled Workforce to
assume full responsibility for the attendance of its supplied staff, assisting managers to
proactively maintain staffing levels (and therefore maintain productivity on assembly lines), track
KPI metrics and streamline its payroll and invoice process. 

For a full case study on how Workforce Staffing and JVM Casings are benefiting from
EveryOneCloud please email: andreina@pra-ltd.co.uk 
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